
Ready?

Rule out flags first. Pause on making any big sleep transitions if you have any
concerns about your little ones' health & development. Speak to a medical
professional first to get the green light and then you will be good to go. 

Don´t panic. Most little ones don´t have any underlying health concerns that impact
sleep. The flags described could exist but be nothing to worry about. Simply check
them out for your own peace of mind. 

Remember, there is no normal. Each baby's sleep is completely unique so don´t be
too concerned if your little one is not sleeping exactly like your friends. Speak to an
expert for any concerns, but remember, every child is different and that is totally OK.

R E D  F L A G S

Trust your gut!

No one. knows your child as you do. You know every aspect of
them; emotionally, mentally & physically. Sometimes you can
just feel that something is not right. When you get that feeling,
act on it and speak to a medical professional.

 Let´s start by saying we are not medical professionals. We simply have some
experience to share and want to help you spot when it might be a good time to

speak to a healthcare expert. These Red Flags are things to watch out for aside from
the most obvious illness symptoms. And this is not an exhaustive list  - in every case,

seek expert advice if you have any health or development related concerns. 

How to use this guide:

Mouth breathing, snoring or pauses in breathing

Sometimes a simple cold could do this but if it is sustained
outside of a cold or you are concerned in any way ask for
support.

trouble feeding on breast or bottle (latching, clicking,
refusing!)
refusing to eat whole food groups with key nutrients
not following their growth curve or poor weight
gain/weight loss
frequent gas, discomfort or even constipation
anything else you notice that just feels strange!

Feeding or digestive challenges

The watch list:

Find out more 

Unusual movements and /or, sweating in the night

They could be super restless during the night (kicking,
thrashing). We can all make strange movements when asleep
but you will know if something feels unusual. These
movements could also make them sweaty or they could be
sweating at night without the movement. Excessive sweating
for no obvious reason should also be checked.

Sleep feels REALLY bad

We all know that having children can bring with it some sleepless
nights. In the vast majority of cases, this is completely normal.
Some would say sleeping through the night is for ´unicorns´.
However if your little one has NEVER done a 2-hour stretch even
when in their favorite sleep space (like your arms) or they wake
up every hour for many weeks at a time, it is worth getting it
checked out

Find out more 

Red Flags
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